
Evolving Customer Experience.



Statement of Confidentiality:

The contents of this proposal are confidential and proprietary information of Reality Based Group™. Your acceptance of this proposal and review of its

contents constitutes your acknowledgment that the contents are confidential and proprietary information and your agreement not to disclose the same to

any person other than persons in your organization who have a need to know in order to evaluate a possible business relationship with Reality Based

Group™ for Customer Experience Management and Measurement.
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Hello Raising Cane’s Team,

Reality Based Group™ (RBG) is excited to present a program to help improve your customer

experience. If now is the time to improve the mystery shop program, RBG is ready to deliver. This

proposal presents our approach, schedule, team and qualifications to provide the services Raising

Cane’s has requested.

Approach

During our discussions and previous work together over the years, we know that customer

experience is a top priority and differentiator for Raising Cane’s as the company continues to grow.

The current program has opportunities for improvement with respect to data accuracy and the ability

to take action on identified opportunities. RBG has the solutions to enhance and augment the current

program to make a more robust solution.

RBG Solutions

Reality Based Group™ (RBG) has multiple solutions to deploy to help identify opportunities and take

action. These solutions are outlined in the following pages.

Timeline: 2020-2021

This proposal is geared toward the assumption that any program will start in 2021 with the on-

boarding and design potentially beginning in late 2020.

Project Overview
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Opportunity #1

Data Accuracy: We know there is an opportunity to collect more accurate data, leading to better

identification of opportunities. Once identified, more action can be taken in the form of coaching.

Video also allows the capture of hard to measure items, such as genuine friendliness, energy, and

crew member hygiene. Video will also very quickly ID any COVID related and/or safety issues.

From our previous study with you, we found that some revenue driving behaviors were off by as

much as 10-15% from current program data.

Opportunity #2

ROI Improvement on Current Budget: By using a tool that captures more accurate data, Raising

Cane’s can be confident the dollars invested toward customer experience and employee/customer

safety are going further. When the scores start to improve and the behaviors on film can be seen

improving, you can know that the program is working; full transparency into results.

Opportunity #3

Training To Best Practices: By utilizing more film, Raising Cane’s can build a coaching and training

library for a wide variety of applications. Use cases include incoming hire courses, company or

regional meetings, supplemental online learning systems, and to spot areas of concern.

What We’ve Learned About Raising Cane’s
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RBG Culture

RBGs culture is built around our Mission, Vision, and Core Values. Our values drive our decision

making process and guide how we conduct business. We operationalize these values through several

programs, including our Monthly Celebrations and our On The Spot program, where any team

member can ‘spot’ another demonstrating one of our values and provide them with a certificate.

Quarterly and Annual Awards are given out based on these peer-to-peer and manager-to-peer

observations. Ultimately we are a customer experience company, and if our experience to our

customers is not of the highest excellence, we have failed in our mission.

With RBG you will have a dedicated team of professionals dedicated to ensuring your project is a

success. The chart on this page outlays our corporate structure.
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RealResultsTM Included With Every Solution
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Your Recommended Solutions

Mystery Shops RBG Solution: MysteryShopping+™

This tailored solution is uniquely designed for the specific needs of your business objectives;

from the scorecards to the evaluators, each piece of this program is focused on providing

you with the data you want in order to get results you need.

Video Evaluations RBG Solution: GameFilm®

Strategic hidden-video evaluations deployed at locations to capture trainable footage to

increase the frequency of revenue driving behaviors. This proven model of training improves

top and bottom line.
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Your Management Team

Renee DeSantis, Executive Vice President

Renee will be responsible for overseeing the development and design of

your program to achieve maximum results. She has over 20 years of

experience in the industry. She will lead the RBG team and ensure that the

program is aligned with the success of your stakeholders.

Tim Williams, Director of Customer Success

Tim will be responsible for all RBG Customer Success Managers and staff

associated with your program. He will assist in overseeing the

implementation and development of your program and ensures that there is

a constant alignment with your account, including support and dashboard

user training.

Jake Dancy, Customer Success Manager

Jake will assist Rae in oversee the implementation and development of your

online dashboard, scorecards, and reporting. He will be an additional

resource for updates, questions, editing, new user setup, hierarchy updates,

or other operational functions. Jake will be responsible for support and

dashboard user training and will manage the shopper recruiter and

scheduling team. He will be leveraging RBG’s database of employees and

independent mystery shoppers and select the most qualified to complete

evaluations within your target cities.

Rae Campbell, Customer Success Manager

Rae will oversee the implementation and development of your online

dashboard, scorecards, and reporting. Se is your “go to” for updates,

questions, editing, new user setup, hierarchy updates, or other operational

functions. Rae will also be responsible for the day-to-day operations of your

account, including support and dashboard user training.
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Program #1 – Video 1x and Written 2x (Monthly)

Locations Description Monthly Price Total

428 Video 1x and Written 2x Monthly
$161.50 per month 

per location
$69,122.00

One Time Set Up Fee WAIVED

Yearly Program Total $829,464.00

Program Solutions & Investment

Program #2 – Video 1x and Written 3x (Monthly)

Locations Description Monthly Price Total

428 Video 1x and Written 3x Monthly
$207.33 per month 

per location
$88,737.24

One Time Set Up Fee WAIVED

Estimated Program Total $1,064,846.88



Evolving Customer Experience.

Thank you for the opportunity to 

submit this proposal, we look 

forward to next steps.

Josh Stern, CEO

o: 512.275.1352 | c: 512.731.5055

e: jstern@realitybasedgroup.com

www.realitybasedgroup.com


